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Abstract—Data volumes in communication networks increase rapidly. Further, usage of social network applications is very wide spread among users, and among these applications, Facebook is the most popular. In this paper, we analyse user demands patterns and content popularity of Facebook generated traffic. The data comes from residential users in two metropolitan access networks in Sweden, and we analyse more than 17 million images downloaded by almost 16,000 Facebook users. We show that the distributions of image popularity and user activity may be described by Zipf distributions which is favourable for many types of caching. We also show that Facebook activity is more evenly spread over the day, compared to more defined peak hours of general Internet usage. Looking at content life time, we show that profile pictures have a relatively constant popularity while for other images there is an initial, short peak of demand, followed by a longer period of significantly lower and quite stable demand. These findings are useful for designing network and QoE optimisation solutions, such as predictive pre-fetching, proxy caching and delay tolerant networking.

I. INTRODUCTION

The volume of data traffic in cellular networks has been increasing exponentially for the past few years and it is predicted that this increase will continue over the coming few years as well, cf. the Ericsson Traffic and Market Report [1] which for the period 2011–2017 predicts a mobile data compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 60% which results in a total of more than 8 exabytes (1 exabyte = 10^{18} bytes) per month by 2017 and the Cisco Virtual Networking Index [2] which for the period 2011–2016 predicts a global data CAGR of 29% which results in a total of more than 10 exabytes per month.

The rapid growth in traffic combined with relatively slow growth in revenues lead to a continuous need for operators to reduce their costs. At the same time, however, operators must stay competitive and focus on performance to avoid churn as quality rankings are becoming public [3], [4] and device unlocking is or will be protected by law [5], [6]). Optimising network utilisation without negatively impacting performance requires understanding of user behaviour and preferences.

An important factor in this context is social networking which is one of the most important applications today. In this category Facebook is by far the largest one; in October 2012 Facebook had one billion active users of which 81% were users outside the U.S. and Canada, and in Sweden more than 50% of the population use Facebook. Moreover, Facebook is used both in mobile and fixed networks; in September 2012 600 million monthly active users were seen using Facebook mobile products [7]. Noting that Facebook users not only post and read status updates, but also upload and download many images and videos, we conclude that Facebook traffic will include a large amount of content objects the handling of which may be improved by various network and QoE optimisation schemes, such as caching and prediction-based pre-fetching.

Surprisingly, very few papers have analysed Facebook user behaviour and examine demand patterns from actual traffic. Some general traffic statistics for Facebook are shown in [8] and a trend detection system for Facebook posts is proposed in [9]. Moreover [10] considers Facebook posts and analyses interaction activities and friendships while user interaction also was investigated in [11]. Finally, usage patterns of different Facebook applications were analysed in [12]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no papers that have analysed Facebook images with regards to download patterns and popularity.

Therefore, in this paper we present a detailed analysis of user demand patterns and content popularity for Facebook, i.e., without evaluating particular solutions such as, e.g., prediction-based pre-fetching, proxy caching or delay tolerant networking.

The study is focused on images and based on data from traffic measurements in two metropolitan access networks in Sweden. We find that the distributions of both content popularity and user activities may be described as Zipfian and that demand for images can be viewed as a first, short phase of high but declining demand followed by a second, longer phase of lower but seemingly stable demand. We also find that, compared to other applications, Facebook usage is relatively evenly spread throughout the day and that the weekly peaks can occur in the middle of the week.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe the networks and data collection procedures. Further, in Section III we present results on content demand patterns, image popularity and potential caching gains. Finally, in Section IV we present some conclusions.

II. DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

In the following section, we will describe the networks, measurements and data collection procedures.
A. Networks and measurements

The study is based on measurements made by two Swedish network access network operators that are partners of Acreo Swedish ICT AB and as a part of the IPNQSIS and NOTTS Celtic projects. For privacy reasons, the networks are referred to as the north and south networks.

The data sets include roughly 5000 households in the north network and 2000 households in the south network respectively. The customers in each network are local residents who can freely choose between different ISPs for access to the Internet. As shown in Figure 1, traffic measurement probes were placed at the network head end edge routers which bridge the metro networks to the Internet. This means that all Facebook traffic from all subscribers can be captured by the probes.

The measurements were performed with a commercial Pack- etLogic (PL) probe from Procura Networks, which performs deep packet and deep flow inspection. The measurements were made in three steps. First, all traffic to facebook.com and fbcdn.net was stored in PCAP files, second, MAC and IP addresses in the PCAP files were scrambled such that no data can be traced back to specific users and, third the analysis scripts were run on-site after which the anonymous meta data was transferred for detailed analysis.

B. Data collection and processing

The measurements lasted for 13 days in the north network, from Wednesday, October 17th to Monday, October 29th, 2012 and for 18 days in the south network, from Friday, September 21st to Monday, October 8th, 2012.

Facebook images may be downloaded "automatically" or "manually". The first group is formed by pictures that are downloaded without explicit user requests and includes profile pictures, pictures related to advertisements and pictures on initial log in pages (such as small album pictures, icons, and pictures connected with posts etc.). The second group is formed by pictures that are downloaded as a result of explicit user requests and includes, e.g., larger versions of pictures which users have clicked on. In this paper, we consider profile pictures, thumbnail images, which are automatically downloaded, user-generated images shown in the news feed, and large images, which are manually downloaded as users click on or point at thumbnail images. Other images (such as advertisements) are thus not part of the investigation in this paper. Images related to advertisements seem less relevant from the perspective of understanding user behaviour.

All images are requested by GET requests which means that picture URLs are part of the HTTP headers. Such URLs can be found by filtering on the supported picture formats: jpg, gif, png and tif. Different pictures can be identified by the names of the pictures which also are given in the HTTP headers.

To identify users we keep track of Facebook identification numbers (FBIDs), which are unique static numbers assigned to each user. FBIDs are distributed through the unsigned 32-bit integer space except newly assigned FBIDs which are prefixed by the number 10000 [13]. FBIDs are, however, not included in the requests but can be found by examining Facebook cookies and it was discovered that client browsers repeatedly send batches of cookies to Facebook during the active sessions. Below is a truncated example of what cookie-batches can look like when they are extracted from the data packet:

"Cookie": "datr=[...]; fr=[...]; lu=[...]; c_user= 0123456789;"

As can be seen, the c_user Cookie ID contains the FBID. To map GET requests to FBIDs, timestamps and MAC addresses were used: a request at time $t$ sent from a MAC address $a$ was thus matched to the FBID at time $t'$ on MAC address $a$ for which $|t - t'|$ was minimised. A few GET requests, on the order of 1%, could not be mapped to unique FBIDs since the time granularity was one second and, on a few occasions, different FBIDs were sent from the same MAC address within one second hence unique mapping was impossible. We believe that this is a minor problem, however, since a unique mapping could be performed for the remaining 99% of all GET requests.

In the following sections, we will present various results showing user content demand patterns, image popularities and life-times. The results of identifying requests, images as well as FBIDs are summarised in Table I.

We remark that traffic from Facebook users who have enabled secure browsing is not part of this study, since their corresponding traffic is encrypted. However, our data indicates that during this time period, only a small subset of the users had enabled secure browsing, hence our assumption is that encrypted sessions only would have a minor impact on the results. Later, Facebook changed its system, and now all users have secure browsing enabled by default.

III. RESULTS

In the following section we will present the results of the data analysis. The analysis has been focused on user activity, image characteristics and traffic patterns.

A. User activity

User activity levels may of course be measured in several ways. A typical metric is the durations of individual user
sessions but, unlike the Internet applications analysed in [14], sessions may be more difficult to identify as many Facebook users in many cases are (semi-)permanently logged in. Another possibility particular to social networks is to measure user activity by the number of messages posted, the number of “like clicks”, or the number of downloaded images.

In this paper we take the latter approach; users who download many images are considered to be more active than users who download few images. Figure 2 shows a ranking of users in the two networks in terms of total (upper, solid curve) and unique (lower, dashed curve) downloaded images. It is seen that the average activity, which in the north network amounts to about a total of 198 requests for images (about 63 unique images) per user and day, is unevenly distributed between the users such that on the order of 10% of the users have a relatively high activity with about 10,000 requests per day while about 50% of the users have a much lower activity with less than 1,000 requests per day. The south network shows a similar user behaviour. We can compare this result to the patterns for YouTube users who in the same networks tend to watch on the average about two clips per day with a qualitatively similar spread between users [15].

B. Image popularity and life time

Having seen the significant demand for Facebook images we now assess the possible gains from different optimisations. To this end we note that images with (many requests from) few users during a short time may need different treatment (and give different gains) compared to those with (many requests from) many users and/or during a long time hence we examine how demand is distributed between users and over time.

Figure 3 shows the popularity characteristics for the downloaded images in the north network (top) and the south network (bottom) for thumbnails (left), large images (middle) and profile pictures (right). The rankings refer to total number of requests for downloads (top solid curves) and number of unique users that requested downloads (bottom dashed curves) respectively. We can conclude that the curves in all cases have significant heavy tails; most downloads relate to a limited set of pictures whereas the majority of images only are downloaded a few times and by a few users. Such concentration of demand in general is favourable when it comes to caching (and many other forms of optimisation), but we note that the present slope of about −0.5 is relatively small in this context.

Another important aspect is image life times. If images only are popular during very short times after being uploaded to Facebook, the content in a network cache will need to be renewed often and makes prediction more difficult. We define the life time of an image as the time between the first and last visible downloads.

Figure 4 depicts the cumulative distribution function, $F(t)$, for the life time distribution of the different types of images in both networks that were seen during the first day of measurements. The cumulative distribution function is derived as

$$F(t) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{\tau=1}^{t} n(\tau)$$

where $N$ is the total number of downloads, and $n(\tau)$ is the number of downloads at time $\tau$ seconds from the first download; note that the first download at time $\tau = 0$ is not counted. This calculation gives a simple estimate of an image’s life time. Of course, an image may have a longer life time, since the measurement period is limited. Similar results were found for the south network.

It is seen that the popularity for thumbnails and large images can be described in two phases; a first one of high but decreasing demand during about one day and a second one of low but relatively stable demand for the rest of the measurement period. However, for profile pictures, the popularity is rather evenly distributed over the days, which is compliant with the expected user demand patterns for these images. Profile pictures have a more extended popularity than thumbnails and large images.

Figure 5 depicts the same phenomenon but in terms of requests per time since the first observation. The graphs for the north network are shown, and the data from the south network shows similar behaviour. As before we see there is a first phase of strong but declining initial demand and a second phase of seemingly relatively stable demand, where the second phase is more pronounced for profile pictures. The initial “sub peaks” as well as the regularly occurring daily “spikes” may be explained by weekly and daily traffic variations which we will examine in more detail below. Again we can compare with YouTube for which the same general drop can be seen but with much more pronounced daily spikes [15].

C. Traffic variations

Another important aspect of traffic optimisation is time; in a strict sense only peak hour traffic matters since well engineered networks would be under-utilised at other times.

To see how Facebook activities vary over time we consider the upper graphs in Figure 6 that shows the rate of requests for images over the measurement period in the north and south networks respectively. As can be seen, there are long peaks
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during each day. There is most of the time no particular difference between weekdays and weekends. However, in the north network there are two days in the middle of the measurement period (Oct. 23 and 24) during which a much higher rate of requests was generated than usual. When examining the lower curve with the rate of requests for new images, it can be seen that most of these requests are for “old” images. Obviously, something happened during these two days that triggered this spike of requests.

The more evenly spread Facebook activities are also illustrated in lower part of Figure 6, where the average diurnal traffic pattern are shown for the two networks. Again it is seen that there are no clear peak hours in the evenings, but the activity is increasing from the morning and it is not decreasing until late at night. It is interesting to note that this is different from other Internet applications, such as web browsing and streaming [14], for which distinct peaks were noted in the evenings between 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.

D. Potential caching gains

In the previous sections, we have investigated Facebook user activity, image popularity and traffic variations, all of which will have an impact on various network optimisation schemes, for example network caches. In order to illustrate the potential caching gains for Facebook images, Figure 7 shows the potential gain from caches (i.e., the gain that would be achieved in caches without deletions) at the network edges as functions of time. As can be seen, the two networks have rather different cache hit dynamics, partly due to their different sizes (12,175 FBIDs in the north network and 5,473 FBIDs in the south network), and partly due to the “odd” request spikes in the north network. It can be seen that the cache hit ratios reach almost 70% in the north network and almost 55% in the south network although none of the values seem to have converged.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have analysed Facebook data from two weeks measurements in two residential metropolitan access networks, with in total more than 7 million images downloaded by more than 16,000 Facebook users. The purpose of the analysis has been to investigate user demand patterns and content popularity. We have shown that there is a large number of pictures downloaded each day, and that the demand is unevenly distributed with a small number of heavy users. The top 10% of the users request on the order of 10,000 pictures per day, whereas 50% of the users request less than 1,000. The majority of these requested images are profile pictures. The image popularity distributions exhibit a heavy tail, which is favourable in, e.g., caching solutions.

Further, we showed that thumbnails seem to have relatively constant popularity while the lifetime of other images can be described by two phases; a first phase with a high but decreasing demand over roughly one day; a second phase with a low but relatively stable demand throughout the measurement period. Regarding the potential for caching, we have shown that ideal caches would achieve hit ratios of 70% and 55% in the north and south networks respectively, although none of the values seem to have converged during the measurement period.
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Fig. 6. Traffic profile for the north network (left) and south network (right). Top: Entire periods Wednesday, October 17 to Monday, October 29, 2012 and Friday, September 21 to Monday, October 8, 2012 respectively. Bottom: Averages over all days. The upper (solid) curves refer to the total number of requests and the lower (dashed) curve to the requests for new images (not previously downloaded).

Fig. 7. Potential cache gains over time in the north network (left) and south network (right).


